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Abstract 

make logic circuit simulation design and circuit modeling for the overall digital logic 
“access” game using simulation platform for the interesting digital logic “access” game. 
After testing and adjusting,the simulation result shows that the digital logic “access” 
game can be played effectively,which verifies the correctness and effectiveness of the 
circuit design. This design process not only helps improve college students’ learning 
interest, but also cultivates their innovation consciousness and problem analyzing and 
solving ability and also develops the professional qualities which are essential to 
electronic technology talents. 
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1. Preface 

With regards to the present college students, there are still bad phenomena such as reaching 
for what is beyond his grasp, having great ambition but little talents, and lack of enough interest 
in learning, etc, therefore, the innovation consciousness among  college students has been 
severely suppressed, and their ability to analyze and solve problems cannot be further 
improved. By analyzing the main reason, the main reason is not grasping the interest in playing 
psychology and curiosity, coupled with the restrictions of experimental equipment, venue, time 
and capital, college students ' innovation consciousness has not been fully stimulated. 

Therefore, the project emerges--Simulation Design and Research of "Counting" Circuit of Digital 
Logic Based on Virtual Experimental Platform 

The digital logic project design practice taking the "virtual experiment platform" as the 
innovation platform and "gamification" characteristic can make college students ' innovation 
consciousness further stimulated, making students know how to make full use of limited 
resources, save learning costs, make up for the lack of experimental equipment, overcome the 
limitation of time and space, avoid experimental risk, learn experimental skills, improve design 
efficiency and quality in the limited conditions and environment. In addition,  students 'fun and 
interest in actively and actively exploring experimental practice can be improved,  students' 
pursuit of innovation and discovery can be promoted, including the cultivation of independent 
innovation consciousness and ability, which has a very important research significance and 
practical value for realizing the independent training of innovative ability. 

2. Design scheme of digital logic "counting" game circuit 

2.1. Basic contents and functions of digital logic "counting" game circuit 

In accordance with the basic knowledge of digital logic circuit [1-3], by means of counters, the 
number decline in the "number taking" game process is realized, the digital display was 
completed with seven digital pipes, and a digital logic "counting" game circuit that allows four 
players to participate is designed. The game rules are as follows: 
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Players who get the last set of non-0 numbers are the winning party. 

Specification:  

Take number: treat the function of decreasing the number, take the group number up to 0 each 
time at most. 

Select group: Select one of them from any three sets of numbers to be taken, and each person 
can select only once at a time. 

In accordance with the digital logic "counting" game content and game rules, the circuit 
functions are divided: player status display, digital display, "selection" control, "counting" 
control, winning prompt, anti-cheating function, status conversion function, digital setting 
function to be taken, failure functions. The details are as follows. 

The display of player status  

Through the digital tube display, the number represents that the corresponding player is in the 
"game" state, and the undisplayed number is in the "waiting" state. 

To take the digital display 

After the circuit is powered up, the digital tube displays the initial numbers to be taken and the 
remaining numbers to be taken during the game. 

"Selection group" control 

The player selects either of the groups of three numbers to be taken by switching or pressing 
the keys. 

"Counting" control 

During the counting process, the selected number to be taken can decrease, and it's up to 0 at 
most, and the unselected number remains unchanged. 

Winning tips 

The circuit has the function to prompt the victory. 

Anti-cheating function 

The circuit has anti-cheating functions to prevent players from "counting" two groups or more 
numbers at the same time. 

Players ' control function 

When one player finishes the "counting", the other players enter the "optional group" state in 
turn. 

Initial value setting function 

Three-bit pending number initial value can be set to any decimal number (" 0-9). 

Failure funtion 

The circuit has the failure function, and the player shows the next player to win through the key, 
then it's to end the game. 

2.2. Design scheme of digital logic "counting" game circuits 

The design content and decomposition function of digital logic "counting" game use modular 
thinking to design the whole game circuit in nine parts as player display module, player control 
module, initial value setting module, digital display module, "selection" control module, 
"counting" control module, anti-cheating module, failure module and winning prompt module. 
The overall "counting" game circuit design scheme of digital logic is as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1  Digital logic "counting" game circuit scheme 

Simulation study of digital logic "counting" game circuit 

2.3. Simulation software 

For the circuit simulation, it mainly simulates the circuit environment and the circuit process 
by using the simulation function of the software tools. Since there is no need for real 
environment and the type and number of equipment, the cost is lowere, efficience is higher and 
the results are faster, accurate, and vivid. 

With regards to the theoretical basis of the design, it is mainly based on digital electronic 
information technology, which can perform digital circuit design and simulation tools, including 
PSPICE, Electronic, workbench, Multisim. 

When a virtual experimental platform carries out simulation, experimental simulation can be 
conducted while designing, which is more convenient when adjusting the circuit. In the 
simulation software, the types of integrated blocks and various testing instruments are very 
complete. In the way, the simulation of different circuits can be also achieved, at the same time, 
it's also convenient to test the circuit parameters. Therefore, with regards to the virtual 
experiment platform, it can become an auxiliary means for teachers in the course teaching and 
experiment. 

In the virtual experiment platform simulation software, it is easy to learn and easy to use, which 
facilitates students to learn by themselves in EIT, communication engineering, automation and 
electrical control, etc, at the same time, it's also conductive to cultivating students ' ability for 
comprehensive analysis of problems and circuit development and innovative design[4].  

2.4. Simulation design of "counting" game circuits in digital logic 

The overall simulation of the digital logic "counting" game circuit composed of digital counters, 
digital tube drive display and basic door circuit using the virtual experiment platform 14.0 
software, which is as shown in Figure 2. 

The circuit is made up of counter, digital tube drive display, basic door circuit, logic switch, key 
switch and small bulb, and the counter consists of 74LS192 decimal synchronous reversible 
timer and 74LS161 four binary pre-set synchronous plus counter in which the player display is 
done with a quadruple circular counter that is composed of 74LS192. 74LS192 and the 
necessary door circuit make the counting module of digital logic "counting" game. It is 
connected by three 74LS161 and the counting module 74LS192 to provide the setting for its 
initial value. 
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Figure 2 Overall simulation of digital logic "counting" game circuit  

3. Simulation result and analysis 

Player  display module 

The player "1~4" display function simulation is shown in Figure 3 (a) ~ (d), which is shown 
based on the result that in the game circuit simulation, the four players can cycle the display 
normally. 

          
  Figure 3 (a) player 1’s display module diagram  Figure 3 (b) player 2’s display module 

diagram  
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          Figure 3 (a) player 3’s display module diagram  Figure 3 (b) player 4’s display module 

diagram  

Digital  display to be taken, initial value setting module  

The number to be taken is set to "6,6,6", and the number to be taken is displayed as shown in 

Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4 Number"666" to be taken display diagram 

Players control, "selection" control, "counting" control module  

When the initial value is set to "6,6,6", the player "1" takes the second bit, and the remaining 
appears as "0". It's shown based on the simulation results that the player "1" can normally 
"counting" the second number, as shown in Figure 5. It's tested after being proved that other 
players can play the game process of the "selection" and "counting"  

 
Figure 5  "Counting result diagram of the player "1" to the second set of numbers   

 Anti-cheating module 
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After the player "4" counts the two sets of numbers simultaneously, the number to be taken is 
changed to the initial values "6,6,6", which is as shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6  The player "4" counts both two sets of numbers at the same time 

Failure module, winning prompt module 

When the player "2" takes the number, the number to be taken is "0,1,1", and the player "2" 
failure is shown in Figure 7, reminding the player that "3" is the winner, which as shown in 
Figure 8. 

 
Figure 7  Players "2" fails when the number to be taken is  "0,1,1" 

 
Figure 8  It prompts that the player"3" is the winning one 

4. Conclusion 

In the paper, the virtual experiment platform software is used to make circuit simulation design 
of the interesting "counting" game of digital logic. After simulation modeling as well as the game 
process verification test, it's shown based on the result that the digital logic "number" game can 
be effectively performed. With regards to the teaching process designed by this game project, 
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not only does it improve the interest in learning among college students, but college students' 
awareness of innovation, problem analysis and problem-solving ability are also cultivated.  
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